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TEACHING EVALUATION?

ant thing that Precision Teaching has and

is contributing to education is a standardized recording s\Istem. Where
the central focus of most educational systems is the modification of
behavior, the central emphasis of Precision Teaching is the direct recording of behavior.

Performance Rate
Precision Teaching uses pupil performance rate as a standardized measurement unit. Pupil performance ratesare used because, based on observation and thousands of rated projects (Behavior Hesearch Company-

Behavior Bank, 1969), this is the most legitimate measure of a youngster's academic performance. Performance rate refers to the frequency
of responding (count) divided by the time (in minutes) during which
the responses occurred (duration) (-ffion
= rate).
When the term rafe is used, it should not be confused with speed as in
racing or speed for the sake of speed. Rather the orientation is based on
the equation of speed + accuracy = proficiency. That is, one needs to
know both the accuracy of a response as well as the amount of time required to make a response(s) in order to determine whether a youngster has mastered the material on which he is working. Itlerely having
knowledge of either working duration or count of tasks completed
does not give adequate nor precise enough information. For example,
two first grade youngsters may be given the same 1500 word book to
read for a half-hour assignment. At the end of the half-hour, both
may have finished the book. However, one youngster may have finished in 15 minutes (indicating a rate of 100 words per minute) and
the other may have taken the full half-hour (indicating a reading rate
of S0words per minute). The precision information is lost by merely
noting that both finished at the end of a half-hour or that both read
the 1500 words.

Standardized Data
The system also uses a standardized behavior chart to represent all the
393

on collected in the academic or manage-

nce rates are recorded on the chart using
nti ons, vastly faci I itati n g com mun ication
e amounts of information in a short time

one for medicine is analogous to what a
s Precision Teaching can do for education.
an lV. D. in New York or Wisconsin or
e that each physician will check our blood
and throat with standardized measurement
y results will be related to standardized
ble regular limits. Although, even lf a phyd diagnostic tools and procedures, finds

dentical physical ailment, he may still pren or treatment because of individual body
y. Similarly, in education we must individ-

each student and use a standardized direct
sion Teaching) to determine if goals are

ncerned if a physician used his fingers to
an use a sterilized tongue depressor. Unll at the stage of having our fingers in stu-

tandardization is also evident in all weight
uld be a disaster if someone in Los Angeles
icago to send one hundred '16" by 20"

r had a different unit length for his inch
Because of the lack of standardization in

into two main categoraes, academic behaviors (readuestions) and management behaviors (inappropriate
g out of seat without permisionl,

educational measurement, a great deal of information is being lost resulting in erroneous statements about data, and exorbitant amounts of
time being spent on interpretation of what data there is.
Descriptive Language

A second major contribution Precision Teaching has made to education
is the introduction of a descriptive language that enables communication
with all those persons directly or indirectly associated with education
(parents, teachers, the public, teacher aides, specialists, administrators,
psychologists, legislators, and most importantly the students themselves)
The descriptive nature of the Precision Teaching terminology is illustrated by the identification of the two scales on the standardized chart.
The left side is called "up-the-left" rather than vertical or ordinate and
the bottom scale is called "across-the-bottom" instead of horizontal or
abscissa. lf the best possible iob of educating youngsters is to be accomplished, information must be shared locally and nationally. This requires that everyone can understand each others' language.
Given the precise records and descriptive terminology of Precision
Teaching, deciding what educational procedures should be used to
achieve the desired changes in a youngster's academic or management
performances remains in the hands of the teacher. The teacher has the
most frequent and intensive educational contact with the pupil, thus
he is best able to predict what instructional or motivational procedures
might be most successful with each child. With the aid of the Precision
Teaching records, field analysis techniques, and computer analysis, regular classroom teachers can determine if their predictions are correc!
if not, they may try again to continue monitoring the students' per-.
formance records.

will

have some background

for interpreting the charts

EXPLAINING PR ECISION TEACHING
RECORDING AND CHARTING
So you, the reader,
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efore" phase refers to the period from the
n in a project to the introduction of the

f irst major educational change, so the "before" phase is the time before
making an educational change. The "during" phase refers to the periodduring which some intervention has been introduced to change the
behavior. Because first tries at changing a performance are not always
wholly successful sometimes other procedures must be tried. Di{ferent
tries (or "durings") are merely indicated by successive numbering such

phase is the period

following lafterl removal of all "during"

that there may be during 1, during 2, during 3, etc. The intervention
procedures used are indicated in each "during" on the charts. The
intervention.

"after"

FIGURE

1

The time samples should be kept daily in order to show the daily f luctuation of the pupils' performance. lt is extremely misleading to have
a spot check sort of procedure like the popular pretest and posttest de'
sign from which conclusions may be drawn that distort the picture of
the youngster's performance between the two checks. A project done
during one term at the remedial clinic at the University of Oregon demonstrates the potential risks of such a spot check procedure (see
Figure 1). lf lVike's performance had merely been checked at the beginning of the term (the "before" phase) and at the end of the term
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t check data would not have given any induring the middle of the term.

e are daily records.

mation, the teacher can make educational
kly basis. lt is not necessary to wait for
the intervention procedures he is using
The information is available a few days

btaining the response frequency record in
esary to have a record of the number of

made during the time sample. lt is thereme sort of permanent response record be

or obtaining these records in the reading
n the section "Recording the Reading Skills."

remely important to obtain a direct versus
ment. The count should be in close temponce of the response, not remote (e.9., we
ck over the day trying to remember how
ectly during the time sample that was obhen derive the count from this reflection.)
lve our observation of the particular rean recording a movement related to it and
r example, the inference should not be
hesitates a great deal in his reading he has
ion) rate. Nor should the hesitation count
The hesitation problem may be a very
but gross reading errors should not be initates. lf information iswanted about
y counted.

helpful to keep a copy of the materials
page from the reading book, a list of sight
working on) with the rate computation

of the material.

sheet and the chart. Then anyone who looks at the projects not only
has the charted information but also an example

Charting
Central to Precision Teaching is the daily charting of the pupil per'
formance rates. This procedure enables the teacher to have daily
feedback from which to evaluate the success of her teaching techniques and provides her with information for making future tactical decisions.

The Precision Teaching chart enables charting of any and every human behavior (academic or management) that may occur in an averit is called a behavior chart.

age waking day and, for this reason,

The behavior chart is presented in Figure 2. The chart used in the
classroom is identical to the one in Figure 2 except that the grid
lines are blue and it is on standard B% x 11 erase resistant, translucent paper.
FIGURE 2
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ers of trainer, adviser, manager, and prottom of the chart are general terms that
riety of people in these positions. Any
y anyone, although characteristically in a
e is a student; the manager is a teacher,
adviser may be a principal, counselor, reson; and the trainer is often a university
hologist, social worker or someone in a

credited.

oped in an attempt to describe as pren that the various persons involved in
ten the efforts of a number of persons
ter's improvement in any given area. Thus,
ho functioned in some capacity on a project,

protege" refers to the age of the protege.
otege's class placement (regular fourth, priccupation if not a student (teacher, counntered. Finally, the "movement" category
is being recorded on a particular chart is

he chart is the addrcss of the Behavior Rechart paper and the rate computation sheet

hart successive calendar days are indicated.
he grid represents a Sunday line with [t/onoccurring between the Sunday lines. ln
of the chart grid, the letters M, W, F repree week. The numbers 4, B, 12, 16 and 20
e the number of elapsed weeks. Above
ative week indicators is a place to put the

day, month and year of the Sunday on which the number is resting.
So on each chart i{ is possible to record i40 successive calendar days
which is 20 calendar weeks. Two charts will cover a full school year
for one movement of one student.

([epoonses)5 -:

the rate.

Up-the-left side of the chart, labeled "movements per minute," is the
grid for the performance rate. Remember,
number of movemenlq

After computing the rates, directly transfer them to the chart placing
them at the appropriate rate on the appropriate day. The range of the
up-the-left side is from .001 per minute which means 1 count/l000 re,l000
corded minutes, to 1000 per minute which means
counts/1 recorded minute. There are six basic sections to the chart. The rate to
which the arrow is pointing refers to one movement per minute. The
lines between 1 and 10 are counted by ones 12,3,4,5, . . . 10). Lines
between 10 and 100 represent steps by ten (2O,30,. . . 100), and from
100to l000the linesare jumpsby hundreds (2q0,300,. . . i000).
Below 1 there are increments of tenths from .1 to 1, then hundredths
from.01 to.1, and finally thousandthsfrom.00l to.01. A useful
way to remember how to convert the up-the-left rate statements to
a movement/minute statement is represented below:

SThe term mov"ment ot movement cycre is related to the term re.rporrsa but there is an important distinction that should be made between the terms at this point. Most persons are
more familiar with the term response and its meaning. thus this term has been used in the
first sections of the article to convey concern with an observable behavior of an individual,
A behavior is called a movement cycle vr4hen merely discussing or describing it The same
behavior is referred to as a response only when it can be demonstrated that the behavior
is performed at a designated rate and when it has been identified which events stimulate or
consummate the behavior, Thus. the term movemeot cycle is a description of a behavior
in the environment, whereas the term response indicates that a functional behavior is present in some persons'repertoire.
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to fractions

ver 1
1000 movements per minute
50 movements per minute
2 movements per minute
1

movements in 10 minutes
movements in 100 minutes
movements in 1000 minutes

nverted to a "per minute" statement if it
movements in 10 minutes would be equal
utes or ,5 per minute which is less than
vements in 1000 minutes equals 1 move005 per minute.

to

te lines squeeze up near the top of each
001 to .01 , (2) .01 to .1, (3) .1 to 1, (4) 1
0 to 1000) is because the up-the-left scale
hich equal academic gains are represented
10 is

r example, the distance from 5

00 to 1000 because proportionally both
f rate. Thus, a lower rate youngster gets
proportional gain as a higher rate youngarithmetic scale.

d youngsters' comments, the progress (proavior chart may serve as a very strong
Children are very concerned about making
o up and incorrect performance go down.
eration or deceleration the same, they
the same ratio.

t scale represents the range (in terms of
that could occur in an average waking

day.6 There are no human behaviors that occur at a rate of more
than 1000 responses/minute, which is the upper end of the scale'
The lowest possible rate a person could have in one day would be
once in his waking day which is approximately 1 response in 1000
minutes or a rate of .001 . And .001 is the lower end of the behavior
chart scale. The behaviors characteristically of concern in the clasroom distribute themselves over the range of the behavior chart in
terms of their common rates. (Starlin and Starlin, 1969)
Lindsley (1969) has found that with the standardized behavior chart,
as opposed to a nonstandardized graph, it is posible to obtain 10
times the amount of information in the same period. For example,
using the behavior chart,with the standardized charting conventions
a teacher may look through 30 proiects in the sarne time it would
take a teacher using nonstandardized techniques to look through
three.

It also allows comparisons within youngsters on different performdifferent areas.

ances as well as between youngsters on the same and

Charting conventions. There are a number of conventions to follow
in recording data on the chart. So that the reader will have at least
of these conventions, Figure 3 has been included. For
more elaboration of these conventions, see Starlin and Starlin, i969.
a summary

A charting check listT developed by Dr. Eric Haughton (1968b) is presented for those persons interested in starting Precision Teaching projects.

you

may

6Based on data collected by Dr. Eric Haughton (1968a). an average waking day was deter'
mined to be around 16 and one-half hours or approximately 100O minutes

TThis check iist may be xeroxed and used as an actual check list for any proiects
wish to start.
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are in terms of rate (i.e.,

ntered daily on the
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protege performance
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Projects
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occur.

FIGURE 3

A day in whicft the

not recorded.

could have occurred but was

The space {ollowing the last
rated day of one phase and
the first day of the next
phase.

The highest rneasurable per-

per-

formancs rate determined by
the prooram or prooram

arefis.

The lowest meacjrable

Charting Convsntions
Chart point on daily chart.
Connect points with lines.

Skip all no chance and phase change
space.

Chart in pencil only, no colors.
Use dot for acceleration target (e.9.,

epane

and x's for deoeleration rarget
(e.9.. x-x)

.-)

Eech movcmentcycla on a

chaft.
Skip day on daily chart

a

vertical line on the chart in the

lines,e.g.,-J

floor.
day lines, e.9.,

Dashes

strould occur acrossweek

record

line on the chart at the

Draw a horizontal dashed

day

maximum rate. Dashes
*rould occur acros Sun.

Draw dashed horizontal.
line on the chart at the ,

points.

phase change space. Oon't connect data

Draw

movement Draw line acros day only chart.

A day in which the move.
ment has no opportunity to

A day in which the movement

Dcfinition

A SUMMARY OF CHARTING CONVENTIONS
Term

RATED DAY

NO CHANCE DAY

IGNORED DAY

PHASE CHANGE
SPACE

REOOBD CEILING

RECORD FLOOR

time
=

formance rale, other than zero
determined by hngth of
sample (i,e., l/time sample
record floor).

I
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e

recorded
Chart point directly b€low record floor,

n

V trit of tear drop points at midpoint (middlel, number inside tear drop.

mple.

days in each

I rait of triangle apex pointsat
mid-point (middle), number inside triIt requires two charts to cover
a full school year. The first Monday
of the first chart is the Monday of

angle,

days in each

stafting all

t day of
the first week of school. The first
Mondayof the second chart is the
Monday o, the 2lst u,€ek.

DING DEFINED

cern with the science of language called linguistics, for reading involves
an interpretation of written language. (Barnhart, 1960)

The many complexities underlying reading seem best understood by
of language-phonology, grammar
reviewing the three basic segments
and semantics. (Gleason, 1961)

period. (Lowry, 1968)

Phonology involves the linguistic study of the speech sounds and
sound system of a specific dialect or language during a particular

Grammar involves the science or study of the system and structure of language. There are two basic components of grammar:
syntax and morphology. \Aorphology deals with the grammar
within words (the combination of roots and affixes) and may be
contrasted with syntax which deals with the building of individual words into larger language structures (phrases, sentences).
(Lowry, 1968)

Linguistic semantics deals with the growth and rnodif ications of
word meanings. (Lowry, 1968)

As Hanna et al. (1966) point out, there may be different kinds of
written language. There are alphabetic forms of language which, as
the name suggests, are comprised of alphabetic letters. Other written

Depending on the particular written language system encountered and
the type of reading response made, all of these basic linguistic units
are of concern to a greater or lesser degree.

onfusion over such issues are failure to
nts comprising the reading and compreimprecision in identifying what environ-

or some other linguistic unit other than alphabetic letters.

good deal of confusion and disagreeading and comprehension are related,
beginning reading, what precisely are the
to be able to read and comprehend what
ch the tasks (if identified) should be pre-

at movernents and failure to obtain dicords even on those movements which

A numerical orthography would have an underlying phonology (sound
system), but it would be primarily related to the morphology and syntax of the language. At the other end of the continuum, a purely alphabetic language would have its orthography determined primarily at the

languages may use pictures ( hieroglyphics), nu merals ( mathematics),

nt by reading brings unavoidable con-
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morphological and syntactical factors deterge of the alphabetic options. (Hanna, et al.,

ns to read an alphabetic wr.itten language, we
with teaching them the sounds the various
esent. Whereas in teaching a person to read
e dependent on morphological or syntactical

s is on teaching the meaning represented by
nterpretation to make when these symbols

ways.

t the sounds which make up words in an alnalogous to the components of, for instance,
in a numerically based language. ln order to
se when confronted with the formula 5 * 7 =
what the symbols 5, +, 7 and = mean. Simhe appropriate response when confronted
ust be known what sounds are represented

.

n in this section was presented with the hope
der the linguistic knowledge that must precede
tanding and subsequent teaching of reading.

ssion, the definition of reading will be broadr subvocal pronunciation of any written lanetation of a mathematical formula is reading
pronunciation of a written word.

concern in this chapter is reading the alphabetn English. lt will be this aspect of reading that
e term "reading" is used.

The Atphabetic Nature of American English
The next question that arises is, if we are to treat American English
as an alphabetic language rather than some other linguistic form, how
closely does it in fact approximate the definition that a purely alphabetic language is one in which each graphic s/mbol (letter) represents
only one phoneme (sound) of speech?

ln the f irst phase of the scholarly study conducted by Hanna et al.
(1966), it was found that of the 52 sound units (phonemes) they analyzed slightly greater than 73 percent demonstrated a consistent
phoneme-grapheme (sound-symbol) correspondence in 1 7,000 com-

of phoneme-grapheme correspondences in terms

monly used English words. However, the 73 percent figure only repre
sents a consideration

of phonological analysis. When both position in syllables and syllabic
stress are considered, the 52 phonemes approximate the alphabetic
principle slightly over 84 percent.
The criteria that Hanna and his associates used was, "if a given phoneme had one graphemic option which occurred B0% or more of the
(17,OOO word) corpus, that particular phoneme-

time in the entire

proximation of the alphabetic principle."

grapheme relationship was considered to exhibit a satisfactory ap-

Altfrough there are a few reservations to bear in mind when considering phonemic position in syllables and the syllabic stress variations in

phabetic language."

an alphabetic analysis (Hanna, et al., 1966, p. 99), the conclusion of
the authors was that "phase l. . .seems to have demonstrated satisfactorily the basic hypothesis that American English is primarily an al-

The more sophisticated traditionals research studies support the teach
STraditionat refers to the fact that most of these studies used a pre- post-achievement test design rather than obtain actual reading performance data.
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honic {alphabetic) regularity principles (Chall,
m preliminary Precision Teaching data that
nal studies will be confirmed in terms of ac-

mance.

unt of information, for purposes of this chapwritten American English is viewed as necesphonic, or alphabetic, orientation.

ents tor beginning reading are words and the

ing of these words. So that we are assured
o read is consistently pronouncing the words
, with appropriate punctuational inflection,

ons), initially he should read orally. lt is onoungster reading that those areas that are in
n can be identified. Once it is certain that

he reading of words, he can then move to-

m Comprehension

nition of reading used in this chapter, a brief
that distinguish it from comprehension are

oral reading:
comprehension

Summary

Characteristic events
present:

written question

words on a page
a

Characteristic desired
movement:

mying the words
writing the answer to
the question

ln short, the refined definition of reading aswill be used in the remainder of the article involves 1) the assumption that American English is
primaiity an alphabetic language, which means that the teaching of
reading is approached through the matching of speech sounds with the
letter forms that represent them, 2l an oral reading approach is emphasized because the concern is in determining the correct and fluent word
pronunciation of beginning or remedial readers, and 3) reading and comprehension are distinguished because of the different events and movements present when these skills are performed.

PRECISION TEACHING AND READING

After pinpointing how reading is to be defined, the next task, as stated
in the second paragraph of this section, is to collect some precise performance data on the skills that make up reading. Consequently, the
remainder of the article is concerned with applying the Precision Teaching recording system to the evaluation of oral reading skills, with the
reading instruction emphasis involving a phonic regularity (alphabetic)
orientation.

g of words whereas comprehension involves
read. This understanding may be demon-

When using the Precision Teaching recording system to evaluate reading, we no longer use traditional testing procedures but completely rely
on performance rate data for diagnostic and remedial success informa-

is

tion. Traditionally and presently the main means of evaluating

pupil's

er of different movements (writing an anerforming some activity) depending on the
ration below differentiates reading and com-

a

sions.

academic progress or potential has been in terms of intelligence tests
and spot check diagnostic and achievement tests. However, these as411

m evaluate the actual performance. For exnce assessment of a youngster in oral readow many words he can read accurately in a
days in a particular material. Unfortunateerformance of pupils has been overshadowed
scores. These intermittent tests usually do
ce data. Performance from the test scores
. Nancy Johnson (1966) found that "pupils
on an arithmetic achievement test as they do
ssignments. - .and that teachers were more
of superior students by their lO and achieveeir daily performance."

any words a youngster can read and how
rrors he makes in a designated period in
e available for him to read in. This oral
x of his reading performance, not that he
on a reading achievement test.

NG PROJECT PINPOI NTS

ifying a movement cycle (response) prerecord of thd movement. Thus, what is
ble and countable.

onse skills involved in learning how to read
These skills include 1) knowing the letter
relationship between letter forms and their
d these sounds together to make a word
end the letter sounds fast enough for the
ord as a sight unit-that is, reading the

uld be most helpful in aiding oral reading
ly irregular sight words (was, are, shoe). A

sight word is any word that the reader knows as a unit. There can be
phonically regular or phonically irregular sight words. The reason for
an emphasis on an irregular sight word project is because of the assumption that, if a student has been taught the regular sound-symbol relationships, he can sound out phonically regular words independently.

1.

To assist in evaluating a student's progress towards the goal of oral
reading mastery, there are four basic recommended projects. lt is important to make a statement concerning both correct and error performance when identifying the pinpoints for the four project areas.
Generally, the project pinpoints are as follows:

2.
3.
4.

a) letter sounds said correctly
b) letter sounds said incorrectly (errors)
a) letters blended correctly in sequence
b) letters blended incorrectly in sequence (errors)
a) (irregular) sight words said correctly
b) (irregular) sight words said incorrectly (errors)
a) words read correctly orally
b) words read incorrectly orally (errors)

Reading Movements Handled by lnstruction

There are also abilities such as moving from left to right in reading, discriminating between letters and words and appropriate inflectional emphasis in response to punctuation that should be considered.in establishing oral reading mastery. However, attention in these areas is frequently handled by instruction without a project on the recordable
movement. For example, a youngster may be instructed on how to
move from left to iight witfrin words, phrases or sentences; but it is
rather difficult to evaluate "a left to right movement" unless eye movement photography is used to obtain a record of fixations and regressions. Such a procedure is not very feasible and definitely not practical in terms of classroom projects. The discrimination area provides
another good example of the distinction between a reading response
category and instructional procedures aimed at teaching these various
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a discrimination response as such, but in readween letter forms and sounds and words. Thus,
saying lbl for /dl) would show up as an error in
, or oral reading project. Correct performance
ould indicate correct discriminative ability at
sample. No specific project would be necesbecause both correct and incorrect discriminad be picked up in the projects that require this

ention necessary to teach such skills as left to
would be part of, or a complete "during"
r project areas (see Figure 4).
FIGURE 4
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OF INSTRUCTIONAL INTERVENTION
N A BLENDING PROJECT

DURING I

60

INSTRUCTION IN
MOVING FiOI' LEFT
TO RI6HT

40

SUCCESSIVE CALEXOAR DAYS

Refined Pinpointing

Although given the basic project pinpoints there are possible variations that should be kept in mind, an understanding of two fundamental dimensions of pinpointing enables more specif ic identity of
variation in a basic project that may be individually relevant to particular needs"
a

Calibration. One of the pinpointing dimensions is that of calibration.
Calibrating involves assuring that the standard units of measurement
are the same. We must be sure that the response unit conveys as precisely as possible the amount of information covered and the approximate length of time necessary to emit each response. The oral reading
area is probably the most prone to potential calibrating difficulties.
Figure 5 presents a range of ref ined pinpoints in the oral reading
from books at the top of the scale to letters scanned at the bottom.e As indicated in Figure 5, there are nonfunctional unitsfor evalarea

FIGURE 5

]

]

FUNCTIONAL

ot

orc

}ION.FUIICTIONAL

CALIBRATING IN ORAL READING
BOOKS READ

CHAPTERS READ
PAGES READ

PARAGRAPHS READ

aaacnar

SENTE}ICES READ
PHASES READ

)

r.o, 1 ,r.o.

woRDs READ
sYLLABLEs

SOUI'IDS READ
LETTERS SCANT{ED

9Dr. Eri" Haughton was most hdlpful in elaborating and refining this figure.
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s books, chapters, pages, sentences, phrases,

rms; and there are two identified functional
s). lf oral reading were assessed in terms of
mely gross indication of how many responses

d be obtained;and there would be almost no
of oral reading errors. The same situation
s, paragraphs and sentences, though the des. Even when counting oral words read,
sted project pinpoints, the measurement has

ely as it should. For, if we concede that
ndeed an important element of mastery
ing procedures do concede this by the in), then we must guarantee that the measurenot require differing amounts of time to emit
variation). For example, if a youngster is readree, four and five syllable words in it, instead
ble words, there will be a significant differe spent pronouncing the different words. A
erpretation takes at least four times as long
word like rn which is in fact one of the five
. The number of prerequisite skills necesetation are greater than those needed to protation is not only a more time-consuming
uires more knowledge to pronounce. lt aponal and ideal unit of measurement in readEven with the variation in the number of
ble words as a and shake, the difference in
almost nonexistent if they are read as sight
practical and most functional unit at the

s scanned" are non{unctional criteria for reading evaluation
they are not isolated response units separated by a closure
syllables. For instance, the emitted response that is made
said as a whole is exactly caa lf the word is blended (6valt).
d count, but these sounds are not isolated response units

present time is the word count. lt is not feasible for a teacher to
count the number of words read in a two minute time sample for
25 youngsters every day. Thus, it is necesary to have the student
himself or some helper (teacher aide; mother, advanced student) do
the counting. Because of the variation in breaking polysyllabic words

a

and the amount of time involved in determining the number of syllables in each word, it is not feasible to ask a student or a helper to accurately and efficiently accomplish this task. However, words are
easily visible and countable in books because of the spacing between
them and thus are reasonable units for students and helpers to record.

Description. Once the unit of measurement that is to be used in

CORRECT ORALLY
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project has been determined, we must then be sure that the movement
has been described as precisely as is desirable for our needs. The de-

read" area of Figure 5 to give Figure 6.

gree to which the movement is described involves the second major
dimension of pinpointing. For each unit on the calibration scale
there is a continuum of how precisely to describe the movement.
An example of such a continuum has been added to the "words

FIGURE 6
THE TWO DIMENSIONSOF PINPOINTING
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orally"

k with a student on a pinpointed movement
descriptive than are the basic project pinn the pinpoint should include this informaFigure 6, if a pupil will only be working on
would be more precise to make this youngngle syllable words read
correctly
orally"
that just words

s read incorrectly

ectly orally. Of course, the latter basic
of both single and multiple syllable words.

g

on.

of more descriptive pinpoints in the other
ll. For instance, in the letter sound area, a
o specifically do a project on short vowels,
nts. ln the blending area one may wish to
lated blending (enunciating each letter sound
ous blending (continuing one sound into the
rent, more specific project pinpoints. ln the
y be situations when projects involving reguination of regular and irregular sight words
ate-for example, a youngster becomes overAs in the oral reading area, one could also
cate two-syllable sight words, medial short

rors. All the error categories of the basic
ore precise and descriptive pinpointing.
ifying "words read incorrectly orally,,, it
he error was an omitted word, a word subrd reversed {saw tor wasl, and so forth.
em of ideal versus practicalarises. practi-

have a classroom teacher keep one chart
error a student makes. As more help is
of parent helpers,

m teacher in the form

I

will become more feasible.

interested volunteers and teacher aides, this further degree of pre'
ciseness

Even with the present more global pinpoints such as "words read
incorrectly," if we listen and watch carefully when evaluating a
pupil's daily performance, it is possible to identify specifically the
type of errors being made. With this information it is possible to
precisely tailor the remedial intervention for each specific error,
although still having a grouped error record.

There are some "error type" projects that should not be grouped
with a mispronunciation error project. Such things as long hesitations, repetitions, and "l don't know" responses should be separate
projects and distinguished from mispronunciations. There have been
projects done in these areas that will be discussed briefly in the next
section.

difficulty with attaching the label "carelessness" to

such

when he does not "attend" and makes mistakes such as saying a for

One final comment related to errors concerns "carelessness." Often
a teacher will infer that a youngster is being careless when he responds
correctly one day and incorrectly the next day to the same item, or
the,
Part of the

behaviors is that this term gives very few leads for what might be an
appropriate remedial procedure. On the other hand, to stay with a
descriptive statement such as, "June read the word 'horse' Friday
but on lr4onday she did not," requires a very precise statement of

June's performance.

It is likely that the pattern that many remedial youngsters display
of "knowing" a skill one day and not the next is explainable by noting the distinction between a behavior being a movement cycle or a
response. That is, because of a lack of practice, of systematic instruction or of appropriate motivation, a youngster may not have mastered
419

is a

functional response in his behavioral

rs are that stimulate the use of the term
kes us at least one step away from a prengster's actual disturbing behavior and
e fault of the student, when the existence
dicates a faulty educational environment.

ive to calibrate and describe the reading
as is practicat yet still functional. As is
n in this section, there is considerable varing movements could be most relevant for
n situation; although, after reading the
kills" section, the reader should understand
pinpoints will enable obtaining most of the
fficiently and effectively establish oral read-

PROFICIENCY

academic evaluation, the reason for evaluatmance in terms of rated information is to
of performance mastery. Given such rated
stion then arises: what performance criteria
to determine how well or poorly a young, what does a proficient sounder, blender
of performance rates? lt is precisely the
ns that is and has been a major concern of
iscussing any specific data or rated profis project areas, it would be helpful to speterm "proficiency" is attempting to con-

Components

of

l

Reading Proficiency

There are four factors which combine to determine proficiency levels
in the reading skill areas.

ing proficiency levels.

Since correct and error performance rates are used as standard measures of evaluation, it follows that both response speed and accuracy
(the two components of rate) are two factors involved in determin-

A third factor involved in the proficiency statemenrisfluencv. N/aintaining accuracy and moving fairly rapidly through the material, whether it is sounds, sight words or running words in a book, enables very
little repeating, inappropriate hesitations or inattentiveness; for such
nonfluent behavior would result in failure to reach proficiency. Although it is somewhat more difficult to obtain records of the fluency
dimensions, fluency is always directly or indirectly part of the proficiency picture.

Not only should the performer achieve the designated standard in
terms of speed, accuracy and fluency, but he must demonstrate the
proficiency raresconsistently over time. lt should not be assumed
that because a proficiency level is achieved on one day that the student is in fact proficient. At least a middlell performance rate for
one or two weeks at or above the correct standard and at or below
the error standard should be obtained. lt is crucial that the definition of proficiency include both a statement concerning corcectand
error performance simultaneously. Otherwise, we might know that
40 letter sounds said correctly in a minute is proficiency and find
that a student in fact achieved this, only to find out later he also
had 15 errors per minute.

llTh"t"rrn"middle"isequivalenttothenonparametricmedianstatistic. However,"middle" is more descriptive oI the point (in a ranked distribution of data) which is being referred to than is the term "median."
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m Statement

nt refers to the minimum f luency, consistency,
ormance levels necessary to demonstrate masr example, what are the fewest number of
ally and the largest number of errors that a
th the least amount of fluency over the shorttill be considered a masterful reader? A youngcorrect standard is either not fluent or makove the minimum error standard the reader is
e many errors he makes. Confusing letter
, and continuing to blend words that should
ut a few examples of some of the factors that
or more

a student reaching proficiency in one

the proficiency statement says that a younge this performance level if he is to efficiently
ively work on the next task.

gical ceiling rates for the oral production of
ever, the proficiency performance rates, which
various basic project pinpoints in the next
pproach the highest possible rates in these

e ceiling performance rates in the various readned by screening adults who have mastered the
These ceiling estimates will be presented along
ndards. The discrepancy evident between the
nt and the ceiling rate estimates, emphasizes
sake of speed but rather the guarantee of
mastery and fluency.

time.

of Age or Material

It would, of course, be posible to attempt to accelerate a youngster
beyond the proficiency level in correct performance in a given area
in an attempt to more closely approximate the ceiling performance
rate. However, a question of educational eff iciency then enters in:
how much time should be invested in putting a little more frosting
on the cake when it has been established by the proficiency standard that a child has mastered the material? Just because proficiency
is achieved does not mean that a pupil cannot be encouraged to strive
for a higher rate by continuing the project independently on his own

lndependence

novel.

An interesting and unanticipated development of the proficiency picture, particularly relevant to oral reading, is that the proficiency standards appear to be the same regardless of the age or label (retarded, remedial, regular, gifted) of the pupil or the material being used. This
might be explained first by recognizing that if indeed certain responses
are prerequisite to other responses in various skill areas, such as reading, then regardless of the age or label of the student they must acquire minimum proficiency in the prerequisite skill before they can
proceed to the next one. The suggestion that proficiency should not
change even though the material does recall the definition of proficiency as a minimum criterion level. Any performance below this
minimum would indicate some breakdown in the reader's mastery
or fluency. Above the proficiency level there is still plenty of roomup to the ceiling level (for instance in the oral reading area)-for rates
to fluctuate when reading a technical textbook as opposed to a light

What the pupil performance rate data allow is the establishment of
some normative information in terms of actual reading proficiency.
Consequently, when it is determined that a protege who is supposed
to be reading orally at 100 words correct/minute with 2 or less errors/
minute is in fact reading at 20 words correct/minute and 10 errors/
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ir

ate and precise information regarding the
here he is and where he should be' By mainis then possible to determine on a daily basis
o reduce or eliminate this discrepancy.

WHAT THE DATA SAY

he reading performance data 12 available to
e four basic project areas of letter sounds,

nd oral reading. lt is these four categories
r of the subsections of this section. Under
here the information is available, some disvariations (e.g., a consonant or vowel prond project) mentioned in a previous section
ifth subsection includes a summary of a few

N/ost of the student letter sound projects that have been supervised by
the author have involved presentation of both upper and lower case
letters by means of flash cards. The youngster is asked to give the
sound of each letter presented.

At the time of this. writing 66 youngsters' letter sound projects had
been screened, 42from the remedial reading clinic and 24 trom a
f irst grade classroom. A middle correct and error performance rate
for the last five days of both completed and ongoing projects was
taken for each of the 66 projects. The range of these "last five day
middles" was from 17 to 89 sounds/minute correct and 0 to g errors/
minute. The interquartile range was from 35 to 52 sounds correct
and 0 to 2 errors. The middle of the ranked "last five day middles"
was 43.5 sounds/minute correct and 1 error/minute.

ing f luency.

Based on this information, a tentative letter sound proficiency standard of 40 sounds correct per minute and 2 or less errors per minute is

l3Fo, assistance in interpreting this and the following charts, the reader might benefit from
restudying the chart in Figure 2 and the charting conventions in Figure 3.

recommended.

n adult projects, including a self-project of the
ith a flash presentation adults are capable of
of just greater than 100 sounds correct/minute
r zero errors. By laying all the flash cards out
through them in this manner, it is possible to
other 50 sounds correct with no loss in error
ormation should give the reader some idea of
nce level in the letter sound area-

Figure 7 is representative of the 24letter sound projects that are being recorded in the first grade roomJ3 During the before phase, Janet was in the middle of the class in terms of both correct ratb (0 correct/minute) and error rate (i g errors/minute), Janet's correct chart
indicates that it took her 19 days or four weeks to reach the proficiency standard of 40 sounds correct/minute for the first time. The middle number of days to reach prof iciency for the whole class was 29.
The median (middle) number of errors that a student was making
when he achieved proficiency in the sounds was two per minute.
The acceleration in correct performance and deceleration in error
performance evident on Janet's sound charts was achieved by presenting (in the "during" phases) the sounds with a brief demonstration of how to say them, and then allowing the youngsters to practice.

eted to in this section have been collected by practicum stu'
gon remedial reading clinic and by school teachers in the puI
ene. Oregon, under the supervision o{ the author. The conclu'
ese data have been arrived at through a hand tabulation of the
nalysis has not yet been completed' Therefore, the conclusions
e. When a more extensive analysis has been completed, it will
median statements about /arge groups of proiects in the vari'
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e first grade class are most likely influenced by
iciency standard of 40 sounds/minute correct
ad been established on a trial basis at the begined on public school and remedial clinic data from
onsequently, both the teacher and the youngsters

e proficiency levels. However, all youngsters in
these proficiency levels, even a little girl who had

arded before entering the first grade. The "last
erquartile range for the 24 youngsters was from
ute correct indicating that 40 sounds correct/minunreasonably high.

confidence in recommended letter sound prof iroups of youngsters are needed who have achieved
ect letter sound performance (10, 20, 30,40, 50
ct) with a low error rate, and then move these
blending and oral reading and see which youngncy in the next skill the quickest.

youngsters who achieved the letter sound profi-

ounds/minute correct and 2 or less errors were
ruction in blending and were started in an oral
ne's performance.presented in Figure B repre-

e in terms of words read correctly/minute in the
oral reading projects, although Gene's middle oral
1 per minute was one less than the class error mid-

cture of these first grade youngsters as they move
proficiency should be monitored and compared
youngsters who moved on to oral reading proer sound proficiency levels-

ypes of proficiency related data are collected, it
that we may run into situations such as: finding

that youngslers who were moved to blending projects after achieving
40 sounds/minute correct achieved blending proficiency a week sooner than a group of youngsters who moved to blending from 30 sounds/
minute correct, yet the 30 sounds/minute group spent two weeks less
on letter sounds, thus totally they reached proficiency in blending a
week earlier than the 40 sound/minute group.
There are many questions such as the ones raised above that are in
need of very refined and controlled investigation. lt is the author's
hope to undertake some of these investigations in the very near future.
The proficiency levels for projects that only concentrate on one portion of the letter sound area (e.g., digraphs, vowels, or consonants)
appear to be approximately the same as those recommended for the
inclusive letter sound projects. For example, Figures 9 and 10 present projects done in the remedial reading clinic, where only short
vowels were recorded (Figure 9) and only consonant sounds were
recorded (Figure 10).
Blending

lnitially, a good deal of indecision existed on the author's part concerning what the most practical and functional project pinpoint
should be for the blending area. Thus there is a considerable amount
of variation in the types of blending related movements that have
been recorded. For example, Figure 1 1 presents a project using
words from the Hegge, Kirk and Kirk Remedial Reading Drills (1965)
with the recorded movement being "words" blended correctly and incorrectly.
Other blending dimensions besides whether the basic pinpoint should
involve words blended or sounds blended also developed. For instance,
to blend the sounds
continuing one sound into the beginning of the
there is a difference between requiring a youngster

as isolated units and
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youngster has learned the sounds [n isolation
ssume that isolated blending is a logical interticing sounds in isolation and continuous blend969) adds another dimension when discusing
as variations of continuous blending. However,
lending dimensions can be handled through in1969) without the necessity of separate chart-

sic project pinpoint in the blending area (letter
ctly and incorrectly in sequence) is to ascertain
es blend the sounds in the correct sequence,
specific sound errors-if any-the youngster is

, are identified. Such specificity enables better
ial instruction to the particular needs of individa youngster blendsp-rit for p-1-t the count would
e wrong. lf sounding short i for short a in blendpattern, this knowledge provides some precise
.

mentation involved in trying to identify a prepinpoint, only five projects with the designated
available. The range of the "last five day mids is from 37.5 to 136 letters blended correctly

nd from 0 to 4 errors/minute. The middle cor85, for errors it was 3.

ery tentatively suggest that optimum performect area is between 180-200 sounds blended corminute and two or less errors per minute.

mate of what student performance in the blend-

ion will have to await more performance data than are available

ing area should be, the ceiling adult correct performance was divided
by two giving 9G100 sounds blended. lt is the combination of this
estimate and the middle of the student data discussed above that underlies the recommended proficiency levels of 90 letter sounds blended
correctly in sequence per minute and 2 or less errors per minute,

"after" was

0.

The project done with [t/like (presented in Figure 12) is representative
of the five student projects to which the author had acces. Mike's
middle correct performance in the "after" was 87 sounds blended in
sequence and the middle error rate in the

As in moving from letter sounds to blending, the assumption is that a
youngster should achieve and maintain a level of proficiency in blending before being moved on to oral reading. However, again analogous
to the letter sound area, information is needed concerning what performance level of reading words orally youngsters achieve and how
quickly they achieve them when they move to the oral reading area
from different blending achievement levels (e.9., 20 sounds blended
in sequence correcthl, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100).

Oral Reading
Two hundred and eighty public school oral reading projects were

i 24 words read/minute and 2 errors/minute.

available to be analyzed. Again the procedure of taking the middle
of the last five days of both completed and ongoing projects was in
corporated. The correct performance range of these middles was
from 35 to 224 with an interquartile range from 98 to 149. The
error range varied from 0 to 13 with an interquartile range of 1 to
4. The middles of the correct and error distributions were correct

Combining the above information with that from five adult oral reading projects which suggest oral reading ceiling levels to be between
300 to 350 words correct per minute (depending on technicality of
material) and a bottom level of one error per minute, the recom-
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roficiency levels are 100 to 120 words per min-

ss errors.

ng patterns have appeared in the collected oral

mmon pattern is the youngster whose correct
een 15 and 30 words correct per minute and
he vicinity ol 4-B per minute or higher. (For
ect and error performance of tVike in Figure
isvery much of a remedial nature. Such stuhave not mastered some of the prerequisite
ome systematic instruction on reading from
ating letters, and so forth.

tern is the pupil who hovers around 50 words
d whose error rate is frequently around Zto 4
rformance picture is illustrated in Figure 14.
ype of pattern seem to be on the launching
n to break through what seems to be a type
ng an ineffective remedial reader and progressemediated. The error rate is typically not too
mance pattern, the main diff iculty being that
e reason (e.9., slow blending, hesitating on
rds) still finds attack of words in context tedi-

performance picture, breaking through 50
appears to be a very difficult task. However,
omplished with some consistency, it is often
ation and practice until the protege reaches
ency of 100 words correct/minute. There are,
fferences in the rapidity (i.e., the steepness of
with which different pupils move from 50 to
st often seems to be on an upward incline.
s one pattern of such progress, although David

had not quite reached 100 words per minute correct by the time the
school term, and thus the project, ended.

Figure 16 represents the performance of David, a fourth grader who

level reading material.

was proficient in both oral reading correct and error performance
from the beginning of the project in November until the last four
data points were collected in June. lt is this type of performance
that public school youngsters should be exhibiting in their grade

The maintaining of oral reading proficiency for a period of one to

made by the teacher

fifth, and sixth)

youngsters

with no appreciable drop in correct perform-

three weeks in a given material is often a very appropriate criterion
for moving a student up to more difficult reading material. As can
be seen by David's chart, three such material change decisions were
ance or rise in errors.

Once intermediate grade level (fourth,

have demonstrated consistent, proficient oral reading for a reasonable length of time (a month) in grade level material or above, this
might legitimately serve as a criterion for moving the emphasis from
oral to silent reading, although it is probably desirable to make periodic oral reading checks even through the twelfth grade. With such
checks it would then be possible to assure that a youngster's word
attack skills were not breaking down as the vocabulary and content
of their reading material became rnore sophisticated.

Sight Words
As briefly mentioned in the project pinpoint section, it is probably
most efficient to have an irregular sight word project if the protege
has been provided with the skills to sound out regular words. Although to facilitate greater speed, practice on regular words as part
a sight word project may be most helpful.

of
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om adult performanceswith a flash card presentag like the 22O Dolch basic sight cards (Dolch, 1949)
lose to the adult ceiling in letter sounds, a little
ds per minute correct and one or no errors. Also,
, it is possible to increase the correct performance
0 per minute by placing the cards on a table or
eet of paper. This relation between the sight words
e explained by the fact that most of the words in
are single syllable words" As pointed out earlier,
to say an isolated letter sound or a single syllable
ame. No data has been collected by the author yet,
that the ceiling level will lower slightly as the sight
om one syllable words to two syllable to three syl-

sight word projects ranged from 7.5 to 89 words
inute with a 0 to 13 error per minute range. The
or correct was 25 to 61, while the error interquarmiddle of the "last five day middles" was computed
correctly per minute and 2 word errors/minute.

3 of these projects are from the remedial reading
hat the distribution of "last five day middles" and
y is likely biased toward lower performance.

minute.

the fact that all the student projects available
ce of remedial youngsters, and using the rule of
he adult ceiling performances by two to approxiency performance, a recommended figure for
cy levels is 50 or more words said correct per

ss errors per

sentative sight word chart showing Bob moving

5.5 Dolch words correct in the before phase to a
e after phase. Bob's error chart indicates that he

maintained his errors at or below the recommended proficiency level
throughout the project. Figure 1B shows Jeff's performance in a
somewhat more ref ined pinpoint within the general sight word area.
As in Bob's case, Jeff did not achieve correct proficiency until near
the end of the project; however, in many cases reaehing and maintaining a proficiency level are the criteria for ending a project in an area
and moving on to another task or skill.
Proficiency Summary for Basic Proiect Pinpoints

Error
2 or less/minute

2 or less/minute

2 or less/minute

40/minute

more/minute

2 or less/minute
50 or

90/minute
100-120/minute

Correct

Directly below is a summary of the recommended correct and error
proficiency levels for the four basic project pinpoints.
Pinpoint
letter sounds said

letter sounds blended
.

in sequence
words read orally
(irregular) sight words
said

ln Figure 19 the estimated ceiling, bottom, and proficiency levels for
the four areas are presented on the behavior chart grid to give a summary picture of what the data say. This information can provide
guidelines in setting reading goals with students.
Fluency
The third dimension of reading prof iciency, f luency, merits a brief
discussion in terms of some of the possible project pinpoints that will
enable having some index of this dimension.

Repetitions. tt/ost of the fluency related projects are of the deceleratic
type, noticing that a protege is doing something that interferes with his
fluency which needs to be eliminated. As an example, the word repeti'
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ed in Figure 20 demonstrates an interesting
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sence of a response for a certain length of time. Second, it is necessary
to make somewhat of an imprecise judgment as to how many seconds

of delay constitute a hesitation and then to consistently get a count
when a hesitation occurs. With these cautions in mind in interpreting
such projects, it can be seen that Janette dropped from three hesitations a minute to two and then remained stuck at two per minute for
the rest of the project. There will always be a per minute ceiling on all
hesitation projects because, for instance, the greatest number of five
second hesitations a youngster can have in a minute is 12.

well

as his speed.

"l dont know." Finally, Figure 22 presents a record of Scott's "l
don't know" responses. When Scott encountered a letter for which
he did not know the sound, he said "l don't know.,, lt is important
to distinguish an "l don't know" response from an error response
for these are very definitely different movements and in a number
of cases suggest different remedial tactics. lf a youngster is making
"l don't know" related comments, this will inf luence his fluency
as

RECORDING THE READING SKTLLS
The recording plan and suggestions presented in this section enable
us to achieve the greatest general application and practicality and
still be as functionally precise as possible.
General Becording Suggestions
There are some general points concerning obtaining records in the
reading skill areas that are
important
to keep in mind. These general
pointsare
listed
immediately
below. Following this general list are
for recording in each basic project area.
some specific suggestions

Do not let a close approximation of a correct response pass
for a correct response. This is not a favor to the youngster
for the responses as correct may decelerate the introduction
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I

ce or instruction

ngster practice on exactly the same material he
ng on in the time sample just before the time
like taking the test just before taking the test.

xhibits a good deal of unusual behavior when
er a simple explanation of why time is an imof mastery. Then possibly try timing everye youngster adjust to being timed. Let him
me things so he knows it is a two-way street.

me terribly upset if something interrupts a
is, of course, desirable that no interruptions
he youngster drops part of the material necesperform the movement being recorded,or someoom unexpectedly, the time sample can always

again.

distracted for a few seconds when individual
being collected and if a cumulative stop watch
e watch can be stopped while the student is
hen resume the timing when he is attending.

record before the time sample is completed or
s after the planned sample is over just because
pened to finish a sentence in his reading or got
h cards once. All the responses must be countpecified time sample to maintain reliable records
cational decisions.

ways be more material present than a pupil will be
uring the time sample. This guarantees that a perg is not imposed on the student's performance by
finished all the material available before the time

sample was over. ln projects that involve such things as flash
cards, if the youngster finishes the set once, he can just start
over again.

lf a time sample finishes in the middle of a story or in the middle of a page of sight words, it is of course permissible and in
many cases desirable to let the youngster finish the page or
story where the time sample ended is marked.

difficult book.

The achievement and maintenance of the proficiency standards
in each area should be used as criteria for moving from one
skill to the next on the skill ladder (e.9., from sounds to blending) or moving from Dolch set I to Dolch set ll or moving from
one book to the next most

Remember to have a "before" and "after" for each project
and as many "durings" as are necessary to reach proficiency.
Five or seven days are usually the minimum number of days
necessary in the "before'l and "after" to obtain an accurate
picture of the performance in these periods. Fifteen days is
often the maximum number necessary in a "before" or "after"
phase. The number of "durings" and the number of days in
each "during" will of course depend on what types of educational decisions are being made based on the collected data.
Since the time sample is an attempt to obtain an indication of
a pupil's independent performance, it is us-rally desirable not to
introduce instructional or motivational procedures during the
time sample. Educational intervention in the project area should
occur during the other program time that is reserved for work in
the area.

It is desirable to have a one mrnute time sample whenever possible
for this eliminates the necessity of dividing to get the per minute
rate statement. ln the letter sound and sight word projects, a one
451

has proved

to

ll

be quite

satisfactory. ln many

ample may also be sufficient for the blending
as, but other times a youngster needs a little

to
assure an accu-

wrist watch or wall clock, a direct reading clock,

a few of the devices available

with the letter forms on it and to

sentation procedure for the letter sound objects
ards. The letter forms (upper and lower case) are
the protege is asked to respond when each card
are responded to correctly are placed in one
d to incorrectly are placed in a separate pile.
e sample is over, the number correct and the
ermined and the per minute rates are placed

a sheet

equest the sound. lf a separate identical
der, the start and finish place can be marked
an be indicated by placing a small e over them

r introducing the letter sounds is presented
of the first eight phases.

at one of the best materials to use for a blendKirk and Kirk Remedial Heading Drills (1965)
the words separated at the top of each drill
he drills range from those containing regular
vowel words. (cat, sit, cut) to the introduction

common

""*

common
conson-

a"a"consonants

B,b,C,C.

ants

D,d,F,f,
G,g,H,h,

L,I,M,M,

J,i,r,t,
N,n,P, p,

R,r.S,s,

T.t,VY,
W,w,Z,z.

ri

duce

duce

intro-

o--.o"

duce

short

"..."*
intro- "..'.*
introX,X

l,i

short

A,A

duce

intro-

duce

intro-

a"*."- ,o*.d

duce

intro"..."""
short

O.o

short
U, u

Ou,qu

Movement: letter sounds

of more difficult sound combinations (sion, aught, ook). Of course,
any list of regular words can be used as the material for a blending project, The youngster should blend the word rows from left to right to
give him practice in the motion necessary for reading, rather than allowing him to go up and down a list. Having a duplicate drill book
or word list again enables the recorder to mark where the youngster

a one minute sample,

it

is not necessary

to divide.

began and ended and indicate what letters he blended incorrectly.
The error count is then subtracted from the total number of letters
covered in the time sample to get a correct and error count. lf the
time sample was two minutes, divide the correct and error counts by

two. lf it was

short 5

our'.oc
(cut)

short U
words

""t':'
(sit)

short i
words

short o
"-'.{
words
(not)

digraphs
(when)

with

regular
words

short e
words
(fed)

""a.""" ""r.{

A suggested plan for the first seven phases in a blending project is indicated below.

three

words

goloto guirtrqr
letter
short a
words
(cat)

Movement: letters blended
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I

ining the record in the oral reading area has
keep track of the start and finish time and
maintain a permanent record. lt is consider-

taining the word count if a class member,
s previously gone through the books and
ulative word count for each sentence as well

.

ot standardized in their criteria for grading
s, it is difficult to know what book of what
e most appropriate for a given youngstervel from the nonperformance-based achieve, for lhe2-2 book in one series may be conthan the2-2 book in another series. The best
is to make the best estimate of a youngster's
hen screen him on one or two available books
or three books a half or full year below this
should continue throughout the "before"
ch the youngster attains the highest middle
middle error rate is the one that should be
"during." An example of this record keepn Table 1. The circled correct and error rates
middle performances for the four readers over
"middles," Sherri performed

ased on these

ii

TABLE
1

A RECORD OF SCREENING AVAILABLE BOOKS
IN THE -BEFORE" PHASE TO DETERMINE
THE MOST APPROPRIATE ONE FOR SHERRI

18

Count

OR

8.5

I.

Bate

3

2

Count

1.5

1.

I

7

5

2.5

2.

11

4.

3.
7.

19

I

a
14

9.5
5.5

4.

1.

I

1.5

3

7.

10.

9.5

20

2

1

11

6

19

.5

3.5
4.5
9.5
5.5

Rate

17

Error

19

4
6

Correct

Correct and Error reading rates for 5 days on 4 readers.
Manager: Faye Hammarback
Protege: Sherri. 6 years old
Time Sample: 2 minutes
Reader

Let's Read 1

SBA

A Pig Can Jig

Singer 1A

A Fat Cat

14
11

19

10

5.5

, Book 1, although her performance was very

E

.

6.5

3.5
4.5
8.

5.
3.

5.5

10.

3.

7
9
13

11

6
20

16

2,

10,5

Lippincott
Preprimer

4

21

d in the first "during" has been determined,
aintain oral reading prof iciency in this book.
mplished, move to the next most difficult
cy in this book, move on to the next, and

1.5

0

10

1.5
5.

3
3
10
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):

Merrill

4 Merrill
""r.trt"
5

ouirrrge

of what the phases might look like in terms
ral reading project.

"".t.t"3
Merrill 2 ti4errill
"..."t'

Movement: oral reading

it is obvious that

three- and four-syllable words.

rea, the sight words can either be presented by
on a sheet of paper. fhe recording procedures
ct and error count are the same as discussed in
lt is suggested that the "before" phase and first
wo-, and three-letter irregular words such as /,
uring" might involve three- and four-letter
words (own, tree, pony). The third "during"
ble irregular words (into, table), and the fourth

practical short cuts suggested,

as

well
as

other reasons, that it

is ex-

emendous amount of time that can be invested
g the precise information that is necessary to
y tailor a program for each youngster in the

e factor,

I

tremely important that the children be taught to record and chart
their own performance rates. There is neither time nor space in
which to go into the details of how this can be accomplished. However, there is a mimeographed handbook available from the author
(Starlin and Starlin, 1969) that explains how the charting and recording can be taught to young children. First grade youngsters have
learned (Starlin, C., in press) and are learning (Starlin, A., 1969) to
chart. Therefore, if first graders can
use and record on the behavior

record and chart their own performance rates, all public school youngsters from first through twelfth grades should be keeping their own
precise records.
YOUNGSTERS COMMENT ABOUT PRECISE READING
As with many educational innovations, there has been some controversy over the appropriateness and goodness of using Precision Teaching procedures to evaluate youngsters' performance and the feasibility
of youngsters doing their own recording and charting.

Unfortunately, we as adults (as teachers particularly in this case) have
certain histories which have created attitudes, beliefs, and assumptions about the approprjateness or difficulty of some material or procedure for school age children. By the very fact that these expectations of childrens' reactions are so frequently based on beliefs, it is
difficult to collect qualitative data such as students' comments on
how the students themselves react to the material or procedure. That
to be very helpful to the student regardof how it was "thought" he would react.
is, the procedure may prove

less

The concern about "kids won't be able to read the charts," "youngsters will get upset when they are timed" and "kids will get upset if
they don't see progress on the chart every day" has not been substantiated by either the youngsters' comments or by their actual performance.
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lr

appropriatenes of including reading in the
ch is usually not even subject to debate, was
er Dean in a conversation he had with his

"

now, Dean, you're almost to forty sounds a
and, as soon as you get there, you can start

want to learn to read."

what did you come to school for?"

about the chart."

e by Dean when he moved from 20 to 30
m one day to the next was "Gee, going fast

ss members, is presented below.

ourth grade room were asked to state their
e the precise reading program they were inourth grade year. The description and reactions

8 was the firct day the fourth grade class

Eugene, Ore. did thier "Timed Reading"
a helper for 3 minutes and the helper counts
ds then divides it by 3 to find how many

But a few of us were reading
Reading I nventory) level.

of words.

in Readers Digest at lRl (lnformal

The week before Christmas Vacation the teacher (Mrs. Gislason)
offered everyone who made zero errors a small piece of candyThat week of reading I noticed a big change in our reading, every'
one started being more cautous in there reading and realy tried
hard to get zero errors. Our teacher said she was seeing how
many could make less enors but still stay cloe to thier average

After Chrstmas Vacation the Teacher asinged I helpers from our
own room. Each helper helped two people then two helpersgot
together and one helper read to the other helper then the other
helper reads to the one who read before, it works pre*y well.
Also after Chistmas Vacation we decreased our reading time to
two minutes instead of three.
Some of my feelings about this are: I feel that this useful and
that we all have made mg.h progre$.

By a fourth grade helper and reader, David
One of the fourth grade helpers referred to in David's description
made a number of interesting comments also.

Melora:

"l learned to use decimals and now I find it very fun
to use them. I also learned how to use a chart; (and
the chaft was quite complicated) it was fun."

"When we changed to a 2-minute time and after Christmas Vacation, some of my students' errors went up
and words went down. But they soon recovered."

e clas had tifth and sixth grade helpers. 7
oom went at ane time becauw there were 7

"l thinkthis can tell the teacher who needs help on

r minute.

eading in about fourth or fifth grade readers.
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ding and who doesn't.,,

a hunderd persent.,,

me other classmates were:

it improved my reading

enjoyed filling out the chart and I have went
y reading and down in my errors."

the 5th and 6th graders had something to be
They now know howgood the 4th grade

f.

n read."

hat this reading is good for me. Well I think
d. Well I learned to be careful with my readthink it is important to improve our read-

s I

to learn to chart it was hard but I cought on
y. And that's how it all happend.,,
have been accumulated from various young_

ded, there was a selection bias operating in at_
he reader the variety of comments made, the
excitement and involvement that the young_

e because they are such an integral part of
none of the 43 accumulated comments did
like" something about precise reading.

USIONS AND IMPLt CATIONS

ons of using a standardized recording system,
ng, to look at reading and other curriculum

prehend. presently, all projects done using
dures can be submitted to a national comput-

I

er behavior bank in Kansas City, Kansas. There are presently over
3,500 projects stored in the bank (Linsley, 1969). Because of the
standardized data and manner of submitting to the bank, the bank
is able to, with increasing efficiency, store and retrieve more than
300 bits of information on each submitted project.
Because there have been relatively few studies done using pupil performance rates as the measure of reading performance, there are almost unlimited implications for future research. Following are examples of but a few researchable questions: 1) curriculum evaluationwhat reading materials have proved to be most successful in achieving rapid acceleration in youngsters'correct reading performance rates;
2l have students achieved and maintained reading proficiency more
rapidly by requiring letter sound, blending, and oral reading project;
3) what motivational procedures have been most effective in decelerating errors in letter sound projects; and 4) what instructional procedures have been most effective in eliminating a b and d reversal problem. There are many projects directed toward answering these and
hundreds of other questions which need to be completed. Once these
projects are completed and submitted to the bank, some highly sc,phisticated normative statements can be made about what instructional
and motivational procedures have been most effective and efficient
with what types and ages of youngsters in what situations in achieving reading performance proficiency, although we must still always be
prepared to individually tailor for a given youngster in a given situation. Just because the bank said that in the 1000 projects in the
sight word area, tree time was found to motivate the most effectively,
this is not a guarantee that this will be effective with every youngster, although this may be the f irst thing to try. The implications
of Precision Teaching data in terms of communication are also very
exciting. Having the same type of performance measure presented
in visual form on a standardized chart enables teachers to share with
each other those procedures that they have found successful and those
that have been unsuccessful. All teachers can communicate to the
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nt head using a standard framework to eval.us. Given the performance rate data and the
ation, teachers are able to make precise state-

ms of report cards and parent conferences ain reading in relation to where heshould be.
t, the system enables communication to the
port the schools. The general public is inome objective evidence of teacher effectiveon Teaching chart, the teacher can show the
er was upon entering the teacher's classroom
hat things were done, x ("during" 1l., y l"durand that the student achieved proficiency in
maintained this after instruction was terminat-

ting of pupils' performance rates should cons presently, to decelerate excuses for youngsters

ng the home, labeling the child). With the premation, the teacher knows exactly where a

to where he should be. With the resource of
rvation and the benefit of information in the
on on what educational procedures to use to
can be made. By continuing to collect the per-

lts of the decision can be seen. lf the first pro-.
ul, another can be tried until there is success.
o longer slow, fast, dumb, smart, mentally red, but rather have varying performance picome of which are satisfactory, some of which
ance pictures that are unmtisfactory require
sistance, not excuses for not teaching the

ss and become more of a science and less of
is essential that educators incorporate the use
e data to evaluate curriculum and teaching

techniques and make changes in these areas in accord with the data
collected. Striving for this goal, one should remember that good data
are those which describe the performance of a student, not necessarily
the data that demonstrate the type of acceleration or deceleration desired, lt is, of course, preferable that the desired effect and the data
coincide but it is crucial that one remains astutely aware of the difference, not letting concern for the desired effect influence the quality
of the data collected.
What has been presented in this chapter is a system for recording reading skill performance. Very little mention has been made of how one
might go about remediating a reading problem. Rather, the reader has
been given some information about what tentative proficiency standards may be in the reading skill areas and then given the tools to determine where in relation to these standards a given pupil or group of
youngsters may fall. Part of the assumption upon which such an orientation is based is that in many cases half the battle of remediation
is involved in knowing precisely and immediately that a particular remedial procedure did not work so something else may be tried. Teachers have known what to teach and how to teach in many cases for a
good many years. What they have not come close to knowing is how
to evaluate precisely whether what they have taught had an effect, or
in fact what their aim was, in terms of actual reading performance.
However, this recording system combined with the present abundance
of remedial procedures enables success and having data to p,rove it or,
if no success, to know how to try again.
My interest, training and inspiration in the area of reading is attributable to Dr. Barbara
Bateman, while my involvement and training in the Precision Teaching system is due to my
work with Dr, Eric Haughton. To thes knowledgeablo and competent aducators I express
my indebtedness and thanks. To my wife Ann. whose comments and precise records in her

first grade clas haw provided much of. the data and a good deal of the stimulataon for the
articls,mydevotionandthanks. Aparticularnoteofappreciationtoalltheyoungsters
whose reading performanc€ made it possible to wrate such an articlE, I am also most grate
ful to the practicum students and public school teachers who were responsible for collecting
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erred to in the paper. Dr, Haughton was also most generous
in the editing of the manuscript. Miss Merrie Dinteman was
e manuscript. Her secretarial skill and patience is particularly
ormation concerning Precision Teaching and Reading, conducation, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon,97403.
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